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The object of the paper is to introduce some new sequence spaces related wth 
the concept of absolute and strong almost convergence. ( lYY2 Academc Prr,s. Ino 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I, be the set of all real or complex sequences .Y = (.Y,~ ) with the norm 
11 x jJ = sup, ) x, 1 < ,CG. A linear functional I. on IT is said to be a Banach 
limit (see [ 1, p. 321) if it has the properties, 
(i) L(.u)kO if .x20 (i.e., x,~ZO for all n) 
(ii) L(e)= 1, where e=(l, 1. 1, . ...) 
(iii) L(S-c) = L(.Y), 
where the shift operator S is defined by 
Let S9 be the set of all Banach limits on I, A sequence x is said to be 
almost convergent to a number s if L(s) = s for all L E &9. Lorentz [S] has 
shown that x is almost convergent to s if and only if 
t km = tk,,(-y) = 
.I-,,+ .‘. +.Y,,,+k 
k+l 
4.9 (1.1 1 
as k + oc, uniformly in m. Let f denote the set of all almost convergent 
sequences. We write f-lim x = s if x is almost convergent to S. 
Maddox [6, 71 has defined .Y to be strongly almost convergent to a 
number s if 
(1.2) 
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as k + x8 uniformly in m. Let [.f] denote the set of all strongly almost 
convergent sequences. Ifs is strongly almost convergent to s, we write [l-f]- 
lim X=X It is easy to see that 
A sequence x is said to be absolutely almost convergent [4] if 
C I tkn, - th ~ ,.,,, I converges (1.3) 
k=O 
uniformly in m, where we write t ~ ,,,(x) = s,, ~, 
Let i denote the set of all absolutely almost convergent sequences. It is 
known [3] that ic [f] and [,f]-lim .Y =f-lim s. We may remark that the 
inclusion relations, 
ic Cfl c.fc 1, (1.4) 
establish an important hierarchy. 
The object of the present paper is to introduce spaces like I;, [u’], 11’ 
(containing L [f], and f as subspaces, respectively) for which the inclu- 
sions (similar to (1.4)) 
hold. This has been accomplished in Section 2. 
Lorentz’s characterisation of the space .f by means of ( 1.1) was done by 
considering the sublinear functional 
(1.5) 
In the same vein we introduce different sublinear functionals on I, and 
characterise the above spaces in terms of sublinear functionals. This is done 
in Section 3. In the last section, we extend again the spaces I;, [MI], etc., to 
spaces G(p), [n(p)] in the same way as Simons [8] extended the space I, 
to I(p); and Das, Kuttner, and Nanda [4] extended iP to l(p). Also we 
consider the topological and inclusion properties of the spaces G(p), etc. 
2. INTRODUCING THE NEW SEQIJENCE SPACES 
The object of the present section is to introduce the following sequence 
spaces and examine their relative strengths. 
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Let 
\I’ = s: 
uniformly in m, for some s 
I 
uniformly in rn for some 3 
I 
uniformly in m for some s 
lb= 
i 
x: i Idk,,,-dkp,,,, I converges uniformly in ~1 
k=O 
it’= ?c:sup f Idk,,-d&,,,,,I<% , 
n, /i=O 
where we write 
L, = L, t-u 1 = -& ,I fkrrr(X), 
and (2.1) 
d -l.m=f~l.“t=~~,rr~l~ 
It may be noted that almost convergent sequences are necessarily bounded 
but the sequence spaces it’, [u’], ic, d may contain unbounded sequences. 
We may remark that the space C? of Cesiro summable sequences of 
order 2 is given by 
and the space [CJ of strongly Ceslro summable sequences of order 2 is 
defined by 
The following inclusion relations hold. 
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THEOREM 1. (a) ic [f] c [II*,] c [w] c WC C,, 
(b) Ic \;c [w] c [C,] c C2, 
(cl 6 c ,c 
and the limits are preserved in each case. 
Proof of (a). The proof of the fact ic [f] is given in [3]. Let XE [f] 
and let [f ]-lim x = s. Then tkm (I x-s ( ) + 0 as k + cc uniformly in m. This 
implies that its arithmetic mean also convergences to s as n -, K] uniformly 
in m. This proves that x E [ W, ] and [f ]-lim x = [IV, ] - lim x = s. 
Also since 
it follows that [Map] c [w] c 11’ and 
[ )v, ]-lim .Y = [ u,]-lim s = iv-lim x = s. 
Since uniform convergence of ( I/( I? + 1 )) ct = ,, tk, (x - s 
as n + S implies convergence for m = 0 it follows 
&rn x = C,-lim .Y = s. 
) with respect to m 
that w  c Cz and 
Proof of(b). It can be easily seen that [w] c [C,] c C,. To prove that 
ic 6, we suppose that x E i It can be easily verified that 
Hence, 
j ,  Id,,, -de I.ml = f -!-- i k(tkm-tk-,,wt) 
,,z,~@+‘) k=, 
1 
< 5 kl t,, - t,- ,.n, ( f ~ 
k=l ,,=knb+l) 
= ,g, I tkn, - tkm I.,rr I 
whence it follows that ic rt. 
Before we proceed to prove 6 c [w] we first prove a lemma. 
(2.2) 
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LEMMA. [ ,c]-lim x = s if and only if 
(i) t+lim I = s 
(ii) -$ g Irk,,r(.~-sS)--k,rl(~~-~)I -+o 
k 0 
as n + ‘~6, uniformly in rn. 
Proof. Clearly [ ,c]-lim ,Y = s * \p-lim .Y = s. Also 
say. 
But by hypothesis, 
C, = 0( 1) as n --) 8x, uniformly in nz. 
The conclusion (i) implies that L&,,~ + 0 as k -+ a uniformly in m and hence 
.X2 = o( 1) as n + 8x uniformly in m. 
The converse part immediately follows from 
-& $ Itkn*(.K--S)--dkrrl(-~-S)I 
k-O 
+ --& i Idknr(-Y--S)i. 
k-0 
This proves the lemma. 
Now to prove I? c [w], we first suppose that I E 6. Since 
% 
C I dkrn - dk I,nr I converges 
k=O 
uniformly in m implies that dk,,, + a limit as k + ~1 uniformly in m, it 
follows that XE r6 3 3 s such that tc-lim x=x Thus to prove that XE [RI], 
we have only to show (by use of the lemma) that 
& .$ ltkn,(.~--)-d~,,(-u-s)l -0 
h-0 
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as n -+ cc, uniformly in m. But 
t nm - d,,,, = t,,,,, - - ’ i tkn,=n(d,,-L,.,,); 
n+l,=, 
and hence 
--& kco 1 t,, -d/m, 1 = -& t 1 k(d,,,, - dk - ,,m !I. (2.3) 
k-0 
Since x E 16, it follows that 
%. 
vrm, = 1 1 d/m - d/c ~ I. vi I 
k=n 
is finite for each n and m and 
V ,,.,+Oasn+tx, uniformly in m. 
Since 
vk,- Vk+l,m = Idknz-dk-,,mI 
it follows from (2.3) and Abel’s transformation that 
(2.4) 
-& f: itkm(k-S)--km(-Y-S)1 
k-0 
=--& t k(Vkm- Vk+L.m) 
k-0 
as n -+ cc uniformly in m by use of (2.4). 
This completes the proof of (b). 
Proof of(c). Let XE rC. We have to show that 
sup f 1 dkm -&,,,,,I <K, 
m  k=O 
where K is an absolute constant not necessarily the same at each 
occurrence. As XE ti, 3 an integer p such that 
c I&n-dk-,.,.,I < 1, Vm. (2.5) k>P 
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Hence, it is enough to show that for fixed k, 
l&n,-dk-,.,,,I <K, vm. 
But it follows from (2.5) that 
(2.6) 
for every fixed k >p, and Vm. Since 




Hence it follows from (2.6) and (2.8) that 
Itnm-tn-l,mI<K(n) (2.9) 
for every fixed n >p and for all m, where K(n) is a constant depending 
upon n. Again from the definition of t,,, we obtain 
t  ,,??I - t  H-‘.m 




a n+nr = (n + l)(t,, - I,- 1.m) - (n - 1 )(f,- 1.m - tn-2.m). (2.11) 
Hence, it follows from (2.9) that for each fixed n >p, 
l4+m I Q K(n), Vm. 
Now choose n = p + 1. Let 
(2.12) 
K=max{K(p+ l), la,l, Id,..., l~,+~l}. 
Hence, it follows from (2.12) that 
lavl %K for all v, 
and K is independent of v. It now follows from (2.10) that 




and so from (2.7) and (2.14) that 
and this is more than what we need. 
This completes the proof of Theorem I(c). 
3. BANACH LIMITS AND SUB-LINEAR FUNCTIONALS 
Throughout this section, I, will denote the set of real bounded sequen- 
ces. Let p be any sublinear functional on I,. We write (IE, p} to denote 
the set of all real linear functionals f on I, such that f <p, i.e., f (x) <p(x) 
for all xEf,. 
We now define the following functionals on lx : 
- 
Q(x) = hm sup 
n ,,I 
k .$ fkrrr(*~) 
h-0 
I)(X) = lim sup - i i Ir,,(-~)I 
n ,,l n+l,=, 
T- 








It can be easily seen that each of the above functionals are finite, well 
defined, and sublinear on I,. 
A sublinear functional p is said to generate Banach limits if .f~ {I,, p} 
is a Banach limit; it is said to dominate the Banach limits if 
fEs-fE {f,m,p) (see [9]). But it may be recalled (see [S]) that 
where q is defined in ( 1.5). 
But it is known (see [3]) that 
4-u) = qb), XEI, 
and hence, we can obtain f as 
f= {XEI,~, : t(x)= -t( -x)1 
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Similarly we can characterise the space I r n w  in terms of the sublinear 
functional @ in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. (a) The sublinear .functional @ both dominates and 
generates Banach limits. 
(b) Q(x) = t(x), V’SE I, 
(c) I, nw= ~x~f,:@(x)= -@(-x)}=.f 
Proqf: It follows from the definition of t that given E > 0, 3k, such that 
tkm(x) < t(s) + E (3.1) 
for k > k, and for all m. This implies that 
Q(x) < t(x) + E 
for all .Y E I,. Since E is arbitrary, we obtain Q(x) 6 t(x) for all x E I; and 
hence 
{lx, @I c {lx,, t> =B, (3.2) 
that is, @ generates Banach limits. 
Conversely suppose that L E 5?. As L is shift invariant (i.e., 
L(S.x) = L(x)), we have 
L(x)=& L(x + S-K + s’x + . . . + s”x ) 
(xm+X,,+~+ ‘.. +x,+k) = 
k+l > 
=L (-- 8 t*,(J)). 
k-0 
But it follows from the definition of @ that given E > 0, there exists p. such 
that 
(3.4) 
for p >po and for all m. Hence, by (3.4) and properties (i) and (ii) of 
Banach limits, we have 
L kgo tk,,3(sr,> < L((@(x) + &) e, = @h) + Et (3.5) 
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for p >pO and for all m. Hence, it follows from (3.3) and (3.5) that (since 
E is arbitrary) 
Ux) d q-u), VXEI,, 
and this proves that 
that is, @ dominates Banach limits. 
This completes the proof of (a). 
Combining the results (3.2) and (3.6) we obtain 
(3.6) 
and this implies that @ = t. 
This proves (b). 
As a consequence of the Hahn-Banach theorem, (I,, @) is nonempty 
and a linear functional f~ (I-, , @) is not necessarily uniquely defined 
at any particular value of x. This is evident in the manner the linear 
functionals are constructed. But in order that all the functionals {I,, @} 
coincide at x it is necessary and sufficient that 
Q(x) = - @( -x). (3.7) 
This follows from [2, Theorem 61 or from [S, p. 1691. But the condition 
(3.7) reduces to 
(3.8 1 
But (3.8) holds if and only if 
-& $ t,,(s) + a limit as n -+ \xI, 
k-0 
uniformly in ~7, i.e., x E it’n I,. But condition (3.7) is equivalent to (by 
Theorem 2(b)) 
t(x) = - t( -x); 
and this is so if and only if x~f: 
This completes the proof of (c). 
In the following theorem, we characterise the spaces [w] n I, and 
Cw,Inl, in terms of the sublinear functionals. 
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THEOREM 3. (a)/, n[w] = (.T:I+II(x-sse)=O, for some s} = 
‘,s:f(~~-se)=O,~f~{/,,~}) 
(b) f.n[~~,]=~.u:e(~~--se)=0)=~,~:f(s-se)=O,~f~~Ix,8)). 
Proqf: It is easily proved that x E I, n [w] if and only if 
Il/(.u-se)= -I)(&?-x). (3.9) 
But since I/I(X) = Ic/( -.u), the condition (3.9) reduces to 
l&x-x)=0. 
This proves the first part of Theorem 3(a). 
IffE {jT, II/ ), it follows from (3.10) and linearity off that 
f’(x-se)=O. 
(3.10) 
Conversely suppose that f(.~- se) =O, VIE (I,, $1. By the Hahn- 
Banach theorem, jf, E {IX, $1 such that f,(.~) = I+!I(.Y). Hence, 
O=.fo(x--se)=$(.x-se). 
This proves the second part of Theorem 3(a). 
The proof of Theorem 3(b) is similar. 
The next theorem is an inclusion result. 
THEOREM 4. [.f] c I, n [w,] c I, n [w] cf: 
Proof For x E I,, we have 
Q(x) 6 t&u) 6 8(x) 6 L!(X). 
By sublinearity properties of these functionals, we in fact have, for .X E I,, 
-0(-x)< -e(-.r)<-$(-x)< -@(-x) 
6 Q(X) d II/(.x) d O(.X) 6 a(x). 
Hence. 
L’(X) = -Lq -x) 
=s&x)= -e(-x) 
*$(x)=-II/(-s) 
a Q(x) = -@( -.Y). (3.11) 
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But it is shown in [6, 33 that 
{.uE/,: P(x)= -v( -x)) = [.f]. 
And it has been proved in Theorem 3 that 
(xEI,:~(.Y)=--(-.Y))=~X:~(,Y--se)=O3=,,n[r~,] 
(xEl,:$(l)= -$(-I-,)= {Xl&~-sse)=O)=I, f-l [w]. 
Also Theorem 2 yields 
Now the result follows from the implication given in (3.11). 
Remark. Theorem 4 of course can be obtained from Theorem 1 (a) by 
taking note of the fact that I, n ~7 =J 
4. TOPOLOGICAL RESULTS 
A paranormed space (X, g) is a topological linear space with the 
topology given by the paranorm g. It may be recalled that a paranorm g 
is a real subadditive function on X such that g(o) = 0, g(x) = g( -x) and 
such that multiplication is continuous, i.e., %, + I”, .Y, + s imply that 
An-y,, + 1x where I,, i are scalars and ,Y,,, .V E X. 
We now extend the spaces [HI], 3, 1:. to more general spaces respectively 
denoted by [w(p)], G(p), and r&(p) as in [S]. Let p= (pk) be a sequence 
of real numbers such that pk > 0 for all k and sup pk = H< 00. This 
assumption is made throughout the rest of this paper. 
Let 
[w(p)] = {x: -& ,g, 1 Ikrn(.y - s)[ Pk -+ 0 as 12 + a, uniformly in m} 
t;(p) = 
{ 
x: f 1 dkm - dk ~ I.m 1 Pc converges uniformly in m 
k=O 
Z‘Y 
M:qp)= x:sup 2 (dkm-dk~,,mIPL<~x~ . 
m k=O > 
If p = (pk) is a constant sequence, we write [ulp] in place of [w(p)]. 
Similar notations are used with regard to other spaces. 
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It may be recalled that i(p) and f(p) spaces have been introduced and 
studied by Das, Kuttner, and Nanda [4] and are defined as 
i(p) = .Y: i 1 tknl - t, ,,m 1 PA converges uniformly in 1)~ 
k = 0 
f(p)= .u:sup f )tli,>,-tk-I.,Hlpk< 22 
m  k=O 
THEOREM 5. Let p,, he bounded away from 0. Then [w(p)] is a complete 
linear topological space paranormed b) 
(4.1 I 
where M =max(l, supp,). Zf p is constant and > 1, [I(,,] is a Banakh space 
and p-normed space if 0 < p < 1. 





+ KK, --& g I fkm(~)iPA, (4.4) 
k-0 
where 
K, =max(l, li.lH), K,=max(l, IpI”). 
It follows from (4.4) that if x, 1’~ [w(p)], then ;i.lc+py~ [w(p)]. This 
proves that [w(p)] is a linear space with coordinatewise addition and 
scalar multiplication. Of course without any loss of generality we have 
taken [ n( p)]-lim s = 0. 
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c I t,n,b+Y)lP” 
and whence we obtain that 
Since p = (p,,) is bounded away from origin there exists a constant 6 > 0 
such that p,>‘6 for all n. Now for Ii/ < 1, jAJJ’“< I/,]” and hence 
This proves the continuity of scalar multiplication and proves the fact that 
g is a paranorm on [n(p)]. 
To prove that [W(P)] is complete suppose that (xi) is a Cauchy 
sequence in [W(P)], i.e., 
g( x5 - .K’ ) + 0, 
as s and t + co. Since 
-& -g Itkm(X-x’)(P”.< [g(s”-.K’)]M, (4.5) 
h-0 
it follows that 
[ tkm(XA -Y)lPk -+o 
as s, t + CCI for each k and m. In particular 
as s, t + CICI for each fixed m. Hence, (X ) is a Cauchy sequence in C. Since 
@ is complete, there exists x E C such that Xs -P x coordinatewise as s --t xj. 
It follows from (4.5) that given E > 0, there exists so such that 
(4.6) 
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for S, t >s,,. Now making t + crc: and then taking supremum with respect 
to n and m in (4.6) we obtain 
g(x” - ?I) < E, 
for s>sO. This proves that xS + .Y and SE [11*(p)]. Hence, [u.(p)] is 
complete. 
When p is a constant, it is easy to derive the rest of the theorem. 
THEOREM 6. (a) \B( p) is a complete paranormed space, paranormed b? 
the function 




which is defined on G( p j. 
If p is a constant > 1, then \il( p) is a Banach space and if 0 < p < 1, rb, is 
a complete p-normed space. 
(b) k(p) c lb(q) if p, < qm for all m. 
(c) If p is a constant and 3 1, then 
Proof: (a) In order that the paranorm (4.7) be defined, we require that 
,a( p) C G(p); 
and this is proved in Theorem 7(b) below. Using the standard technique as 
in the proof of Theorem 5, it can be proved that g is sub-additive. 
To prove the continuity of multiplication suppose that XE S(p). Then 
given E > 0, there exists M > 0 such that 
kFw Idk,n(-~)-dk-,(-~)IPt<E. (4.8 1 
If I A I < 1, then (4.8) implies that 
d f Idkm(.Y)-dk-,,m(X)(P'L<E. 
k = M 
(4.9) 
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Since for fixed M, 
as k + 0, it follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that for lixed x. ix + 0 as n + 0 
with the topology given by g. 
Also since 
it follows that 
It follows from this that for fixed /1, 2.~ + 0 as s + 0. 
This proves the continuity of scalar multiplication and hence g is a 
paranorm. 
The proof of the completeness of [W(P)] may be completed using the 
standard technique as in the proof of Theorem 5. 
(b) Suppose that .Y E W(P). Then there exists an integer A4 such that 
f Id~,,(X)-~~~,.m(-~)IPA< 1. (4.11) 
k = .%I 
Hence. 
for k > M and for all m. This implies that 
The uniform convergence of C& 1 dkm - dk ,.,n Iyp now follows from 
(4.12) by the uniform convergence of x:kT’= 0 ( d,, - dk ,,nl ( pk. 
This proves part (b). 
(c) Let x E ia. By Holder’s inequality for p > 1 and trivially for p = 1, 
we have from (2.2) that 
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Hence. 
7c 
d 1 itk,,,-tk I.??! 1’. (4.13) 
k=l 
Now the uniform convergence of 
follows from the uniform convergence of 
1 I tkn, - tk 1.m I ’ 
and this completes the proof of (c). 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that p = ( pk ) is bounded away from 0. Then 
(a) 6( p ) is a complete linear space paranormed by the function g 
defined in (4.7). In particular if p is a constant ~i$p) is a Banach space *for 
p 2 1 and p-normed space for 0 < p < 1. 
(b ) k(p) is a closed subspace of 6( p ). 
(c) I$ p) c k(q) ifp,n < qm for all m, 
(d) [f p is a constant > 1, 
Proof: (a) Part (a) can be proved as in the proof of Theorem 6(a) 
except for the proof of continuity of multiplication. If x E i(p) we cannot 
assert (4.8) as in the case when x E G(p). Since p is bounded away from 0, 
there exists 6 > 0 such that p,* 16 for all n. Hence, I A( < 1 implies 
IAIpk<lAld and hence 
g(h)< IIII”~.b’g(x), 
whence continuity of multiplication follows. 
(b) First we have to show that 
k(p) C G(p). (4.14) 
Suppose that .YE \i’(p). Then we have the inequality (4.11). Then we may 
proceed as in the proof of 13 c r:, in Theorem 1 (c) to obtain (4.14). Since 
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G(p) and \f(p) have the same metric, (4.13) follows from the fact that C(p) 
is complete. 
(c) The proof of (c) differs from the analogous Theorem 6(b) as we 
cannot assert (4.11). 
Suppose that XE r:,(p). Then there exists a constant K> 1 such that 
and hence 
where pk > 6 > 0. 
Hence, 
Id,,-4-,,,,,Iyk= 14n,-d~~,.,nIPk 14m-4~,.,rrIpk~Yi 
<K’P”-yk’,b Idkn,-dk~L,,,,IPk 
d KH’” 1 dkm - dk ,,nr / pk. (4.15) 
The result now follows from (4.15) by taking the sigma and then taking the 
supremum with respect to nz. 
(d) The proof of (d) follows from the inequality (4.13) by taking the 
supremum with respect to m. 
We are grateful to the referee for many useful comments that improved 
the presentation of the paper. 
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